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We use a classical analytical and separable elastic energy landscape describing SnO monolayers
to estimate the softening of elastic moduli through a mechanical instability occurring at finite
temperature in this material. Although not strictly applicable to this material due to its low energy
barrier J that leads to a quantum paraelastic phase, the present exercise is relevant as it establishes
a conceptual procedure to estimate such moduli straight from a two-dimensional elastic energy
landscape. As additional support for the existence of a quantum paraelastic phase, we carry a
qualitative WKB analysis to estimate escape times from an individual well on the landscape; escape
times increase exponentially with the height of the barrier J . We also provide arguments against an
additional transformation onto a planar lattice due to its high energy cost. These results continue
to establish a case for the usefulness of soft matter concepts in two-dimensional materials, and of
the potential lurking of quantum effects into soft matter.

I. INTRODUCTION

The earliest indication of structural transformations
of two-dimensional materials dates back to 1996, when
a structural phase transition driven by an electric
field was demonstrated at the surface layer of TaSe2
nanocrystals.1,2 Similar transitions have been achieved
in MoTe2 monolayers recently.3,4

Group-IV monochalcogenide monolayers (e.g., SnSe
and SnTe) and SnO monolayers were introduced as po-
tential two-dimensional materials that undergo struc-
tural transformations driven either by temperature,5

strain and/or charge doping.6 The thermally-driven
structural transformation of monochalcogenide monolay-
ers has been experimentally verified.7 Additional exper-
iments have enlarged the number of 2D materials dis-
playing ferroic behavior,8–16 and theory continues to in-
crease the potential functionalities of these materials
(e.g., Refs. 17–27, to mention a few).

We revisited the structure versus temperature proper-
ties SnO monolayers using ab initio calculations of unit
cells at zero temperature, and ab initio molecular dy-
namics calculations of charge neutral SnO supercells at
finite temperature recently.28 To make the present work
self-contained, the structure of the SnO monolayer and
its energy landscape originally presented in Ref. 28 are
shown in Fig. 1 and briefly discussed next.

Figure 1(a) shows the total energy of a SnO mono-
layer as a function of its two orthogonal lattice vectors
a1 = (a1, 0, 0) and a2 = (0, a2, 0). Such energy is shown
relative to the two local minima located at points A
and B, which are related by an exchange of lattice vec-
tors are are hence degenerate, and indicated in units of
Kelvin per unit cell (K/u.c.). These calculations were
performed with the VASP code29 within the PBE ap-
proximation for exchange and correlation30 and employed
PAW pseudopotentials31,32. A 15 × 15 × 1 Monkhorst-
Pack33 k−point mesh centered about the Γ−point, and
a 500 eV energy cutoff for the plane wave expansion were
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FIG. 1. (a) Elastic energy landscape for the SnO mono-
layer with zero doping. (b) Unit cells at the energy mini-
mum (structures A and B) and for the square structure at
point C. Structural order parameters are shown. (c) Energy
cuts through the black and red dashed lines shown in subplot
(a). (This figure is a reproduction of Fig. 1 in Ref. 28 that is
presented here for self-completeness.)

employed. Once a pair of values for a1 and a2 were cho-
sen, a structural optimization of the basis atoms was per-
formed with fixed lattice vectors until atomic forces be-
came smaller than 10−3 eV/Å; a3 = (0, 0, 10 Å) in all
calculations.

As indicated in Ref. 28, the degenerate ground-state
structure A (B) in Fig. 1(b) has lattice parameters a10 =
4.01 Å and a20 = 3.68 Å (a10 = 3.68 Å and a20 = 4.01 Å),
distances among oxygen and tin atoms d10 and d20 are
2.28 and 2.23 Å, respectively, and the two angle formed
among two tin atoms and an oxygen atom situated along
the x−direction (y−direction) is 123◦ (111◦).

Point C in Fig. 1(a) lies midway points A and B at
a1 = a2 = ac = 3.85 Å. The distance among oxygen and
tin atoms is dC = 2.25 Å, and the angle among an oxygen
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and two consecutive tin atoms is 117◦ in this structure. J
is the energy barrier, defined as the difference among the
energy at degenerate point A (or B) and that at point
C. J is the lowest energy needed to swap the crystal
in between A and B configurations, and its magnitude
is a mere 8.8 K/u.c. In the structural transformation
being considered here, coordination remains fourfold, and
macroscopic monodomains with configurations A or B
turn onto structure C.

Figure 1(c) displays two orthogonal cuts of the land-
scape, Fig. 1(a) along the diagonal lines X = (a1 −
a2)/
√

2 and Y = (a1 + a2 − 2ac)/
√

2 shown by black
and red dashed lines, respectively. As indicated before,
the energy dependency along the Y direction is parabolic,
and has a small dependency on X. In terms of variables
X and Y , structure C lies at (0, 0) while structures A or
B are at (±X0, 0), respectively (X0 = 0.23 Å).28

In our previous work, we concluded that ferroic behav-
ior should not be expected when the elastic energy bar-
rier J (i.e., the energy difference between the degenerate
structural ground states and the unit cell with enhanced
symmetry that is mid-way among all degenerate ground
states) is of the order of a few tens of Kelvin per unit
cell. For in that situation, Bose-Einstein statistics lead
to quantum fluctuations large enough for atoms to over-
come the energy barrier and co-populate the two minima
in the energy landscape, in a phenomena called quantum
paraelasticity.

In the present manuscript, we continue our study of
neutral SnO monolayers, and provide additional analysis
and techniques that could be useful for further studies
of the elastic properties of 2D materials at the onset of
structural transformations. As the main result, and rely-
ing on the simplicity of the energy landscape, we consider
in Sec. II the classical evolution of elastic moduli across
a 2D transformation whose elastic energy landscape was
defined analytically. Even though paraelasticity may ren-
der this particular analysis irrelevant for SnO, such type
of studies are desirable within the context of soft matter
and statistical physics that make use of 2D models,34–36

and have value from a model perspective.

Two additional topics are discussed briefly afterwards.
In Sec. III, we employ a textbook example to facilitate
a second argument for a quantum paraelastic phase on
SnO monolayers: considering the two wells on the ana-
lytic elastic landscape, we use the WKB approximation
to estimate the escape time of a particle –with mass m
equal to that of the four atoms in the unit cell– off an
individual well. We document an exponential increase on
the escape time as the barrier height is increased on the
analytical model.

Once the litharge structure is achieved (in which the
two orthogonal lattice vectors have equal lattice pa-
rameters a1 = a2), there is still another possible two-
dimensional transformation in which the unit cell turns
planar. A second energy barrier, J ′ > J is presented
and its consequences discussed in Sec. IV. Conclusions
are provided afterwards.

While a revision of the present paper was written, we
learned of prior work on this subject carried out by Zhong
and Vanderbilt on bulk SrTiO3 and BaTiO3

37 and by
Lebedev38 on few-layer SnS, where the effect of quantum
fluctuations has been studied. In particular, Zhong and
Vanderbilt implemented a path-integral quantum Monte
Carlo framework on an analytical elastic energy land-
scape to estimate the effects of quantum fluctuations
quantitatively. Our approach is rather qualitative in
comparison, but it begins to open up the existence of
similar effects in two-dimensional ferroelectrics and adds
a number of qualitative arguments for quantum parae-
lasticity.

II. ELASTIC PROPERTIES FROM THE
ANALYTIC ENERGY DENSITY

Working on a model of a 2D elastic media, Mao and
coworkers state that structural transitions are signalled
by the softening of phonon modes at discrete points in
the Brillouin zone –something we recently observed in
SnO monolayers28– and therefore by the softening of cer-
tain elastic moduli.35 The SnO monolayer has a coordina-
tion number z = 4, placing it at the edge of mechanical
instability, given that z = 2d and d = 2 for this two-
dimensional lattice.34,35

Elastic moduli Cijkl are usually defined in terms of
Gibbs free energy as follows:39,40

Cijkl =
1

Ω0

∂2(Ψ + PΩ)

∂εij∂εkl
, (1)

where Ω0 (Ω) is the volume at zero (finite) temperature,
Ψ is Helmholtz free energy, and P stands for pressure.
We estimate an energy contribution of the order of 10
mK/u.c. from the PΩ term at ambient pressure, and thus
follow the standard practice of disregarding this term in
what follows.

Then, we approximated the landscape so that it is sep-
arable on X and Y ; details are given in Ref. 28. This
separable energy landscape permits estimating thermo-
dynamical averages of any function of the landscape’s
coordinates analytically. Such approach was employed
in previous work to estimate the evolution of lattice
parameters,28 but more complex functions can be evalu-
ated as well, and we analyze the thermally-induced soft-
ening of elastic moduli next,39,40 something we have not
seen done within the context of 2D materials thus far.

The elastic energy landscape of the charge-neutral SnO
monolayer looks as follows:28

U(X,Y ) =
b2

4a
+ aX4 − bX2 + cY 2, (2)

where a = 4252 KÅ−4/u.c., b = 387 KÅ−2/u.c., and
c = 22703 KÅ−2/u.c. are obtained as a fit against the
landscape in Fig. 1(a). Variables a and b set a double
well potential along the X direction, and c provides a
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harmonic dependence on Y . Note that X0 =
√
b/(2a)

and J = U(0, 0) = b2/(4a).28

If a sufficiently large monodomain exists21 –
characterized by a sizeable number of unit cells whose
lattice vectors are (a10,0,0) and (0,a20,0)– then the con-
tribution of domain walls to the elastic energy can be
initially omitted, and unitary cartesian displacements ε11
and ε22 along the a1− and a2−directions can be ex-
pressed around the monodomain minima having unequal
lattice constants (coordinates) a10 and a20 at point A in
Fig. 1:

ε11 =
a1 − a10
a10

, ε22 =
a2 − a20
a20

; (3)

elastic properties are usually expressed against such uni-
tary displacements, prompting such reparametrization of
the energy landscape. The definition of the displacements
with respect to the minima is at variance of Ref. 6, where
they are expressed with respect to (unstable) point C.

We now express lattice constants in terms of unitary
displacements a1 = a10(1 + ε11), and a2 = a20(1 + ε22),
so that X(a1, a2) and Y (a1, a2) in Ref. 28 become:

X(ε11, ε22) = a10(1+ε11)−a20(1+ε22)√
2

, and

Y (ε11, ε22) = a10ε11+a20ε22√
2

, (4)

and the elastic energy per unit cell turns into:

U(ε11, ε22) =
b2

4a
+
a

4
[a10(1 + ε11)− a20(1 + ε22)]

4

− b
2

[a10(1 + ε11)− a20(1 + ε22)]
2

+
c

2
[a10ε11 + a20ε22]

2
.

A number of derivatives are needed to express these
moduli:

1

a10

∂U

∂ε11
= a [a10(1 + ε11)− a20(1 + ε22)]

3
(5)

−b [a10(1 + ε11)− a20(1 + ε22)] + c [a10ε11 + a20ε22] ,

1

a20

∂U

∂ε22
= −a [a10(1 + ε11)− a20(1 + ε22)]

3

+b [a10(1 + ε11)− a20(1 + ε22)] + c [a10ε11 + a20ε22] ,

and:

1

a210

∂2U

∂ε211
= 3a [a10(1 + ε11)− a20(1 + ε22)]

2 − b+ c,

1

a220

∂2U

∂ε222
= 3a [a10(1 + ε11)− a20(1 + ε22)]

2 − b+ c,

1

a10a20

∂2U

∂ε11∂ε22
= −3a[a10(1 + ε11)− a20(1 + ε22)]2

+b+ c. (6)

Additionally, the unit cell area A can also be parame-
terized from unitary displacements as:

A(ε11, ε22) = a10a20(1 + ε11 + ε22 + ε11ε22), (7)
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FIG. 2. Isoenergy contours on the two-dimensional landscape
(Fig. 1(a)) as parameterized by Eq. 2. The red dashed curve
corresponds to kBT = J (per unit cell). Isoenergy paths
kBT < J are disconnected, implying that a particle around
minima A (with coordinates (a10, a20)) does not have enough
kinetic energy to jump onto the valley where minima B (a20,
a10)) resides. Coordinates X and Y are shown too; their
origin is at point (aC ,aC), with aC = (a10 + a20)/2.

with derivatives:

∂A
∂ε11

= a10a20(1 + ε22),
∂A
∂ε22

= a10a20(1 + ε11),

∂2A
∂ε211

=
∂2A
∂ε222

= 0, and
∂2A

∂ε11∂ε22
= a10a20. (8)

Elastic moduli may also be expressible from an energy
density u, defined for these two-dimensional materials as
an energy per unit cell area:

u(ε11, ε22) ≡ U(ε11, ε22)

A(ε11, ε22)
, (9)

which is a small quantity (a discrete “differential”) within
a macroscopic monodomain already (thus not requiring
a definition of the type u = ∂U/∂A).

Elastic moduli are thermal averages. At temperature
T , Eqn. kBT = U(X,Y ) has four roots:28 XP±(T ) =√

(b±
√

4akBT )/2a, and XN±(T ) = −XP±(T ), where
N (P ) stands for negative (positive). (In previous ex-
pressions, kB is Boltzmann constant.)

Being a classical construct, the elastic energy profile
forbids direct tunneling among the two wells, so one is
constrained to (Xmin(T ) = XP−(T ) ≤ X ≤ XP+(T ) =
XMax(T )) when kBT ≤ J at monodomain A. Both wells
are accessible when T > J , and Xmin(T ) = XN+(T ) ≤
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in subplots (i) to (iii) and their sum is subplot (iv). The sudden downward spikes in C1111 and C2222 at T = J prove that the
analytical model indeed captures the softening of elastic moduli induced by the structural transformation.

X ≤ XP+(T ) = XMax(T ). Xmin(T ) takes on two differ-
ent values, depending on whether T ≤ J or T > J .

This way, the isoenergy contours shown in Fig. 2
(which are borne out from the parametrization of the
energy landscape, Fig. 1(a), given by Eq. 2) are ex-

pressed as: Y±(X,T ) = ±
√

(kBT − aX4 + bX2 − J)/c,
and ensemble averages within the model for any function
f(X,Y ) are obtained from28,41:

〈f(X,Y )〉 ≡

∫XMax(T )

Xmin(T )

∫ Y+(X,T )

Y−(X,T )
e−U/kBT f(X,Y )dXdY∫XMax(T )

Xmin(T )

∫ Y+(X,T )

Y−(X,T )
e−U/kBT dXdY

.

(10)
which requires reexpressing ε11 and ε22 in Eqns. 5
through 9 in terms of X and Y ; something accomplished
by inversion of Eqn. 4.

Two expressions for the elastic moduli were considered:

Cijkl = (11)

1
A0

{〈
∂2U

∂εij∂εkl

〉
− 1

kBT

[〈
∂U
∂εij

∂U
∂εkl

〉
−
〈
∂U
∂εij

〉〈
∂U
∂εkl

〉]}
,

where A0 = a10a20, and:

Cijkl =
〈

∂2u
∂εij∂εkl

〉
(12)

− 1
kBT

[〈
A ∂u
∂εij

∂u
∂εkl

〉
− 〈A〉

〈
∂u
∂εij

〉〈
∂u
∂εkl

〉]
,

in which the temperature-induced change of A is explic-
itly included in the thermal averages. Under the assump-
tion that P is near zero (see discussion after Eqn. 1),
Eqns. (11) and (12) are alternative expressions for the
second-order derivative of the Helmholtz free energy. The
first term to the right of these equations is the average
of the second-order derivative of the elastic energy with
respect to unitary displacements, while the second and
third terms are standard contributions from the system’s
entropy.

We considered the area of the ground state structure in
the denominator of Eqn. (11), and introduced a variable

area into estimations of the average in Eqn. 12. As seen
in Fig. 3, both expressions lead to similar results.

Subplots (i) to (iii) in Fig. 3(a) are the three contri-
butions to C1111. The cyan trends were obtained from
Eqn. 11, while black curves were correspondingly ob-
tained from Eqn. 12. The explicit display of these three
individual terms permits observing their dependence on
T and their order of magnitude on the elastic moduli sep-
arately. In turn, subplot (iv) shown in grey in Fig. 3(a)
displays C1111, which is the sum of subplots (i) to (iii).
C2222 is shown in Fig. 3(b). The dependency of in-

dividual terms on C2222 is similar to that observed in
Fig. 3(a) and not explicitly shown for that reason. Indi-
vidual contributions to C1122 from Eqns. 11 and 12 can
be seen in subplots (i) to (iii) of Fig. 3(c), and C1122 is
shown in Fig. 3(c), subplot (iv).

Results obtained from Eqns. 11 and 12 are qualita-
tively similar. Consideration of the varying area A onto
the thermal averages results in a larger range of change
for these elastic moduli. Sudden negative spikes at T = J
represent a sudden softening of elastic constants once the
two wells on the energy landscape become accessible, as
the structural transition onto a square structure takes
place. While we will provide a second argument for the
barrier height being too small for the two wells to clas-
sically confine a chosen domain, the value of the results
discussed here and shown in Fig. 3 rests on them prob-
ably representing the first study of a sudden softening
of elastic constants at a structural transformation within
the context of two-dimensional materials.

III. ESCAPE TIMES AS A SECOND
ARGUMENT FOR PARAELASTIC BEHAVIOR

We wish to employ the WKB approximation, as dis-
cussed in elementary Quantum Mechanics,42 to estimate
the escape times from the double well, considering it as
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one-dimensional given the steepness of the elastic land-
scape along the Y−direction. The process is not intended
to be quantitative, but it will make qualitative sense
and will support the hypothesis of a quantum paraelastic
phase given recently.28

Considering a particle at the bottom of the well with
mass m = 2mSn + 2mO (mSn is the mass of a tin atom
and mO that of an oxygen atom), the process is accom-
plished in three steps (c.f. pages 336–338 in Ref. 42):

1. To approximate the (order four) double well poten-
tial into two square potentials centered at each of
the two wells:

V (X)→

{
mω2

0(X +X0)2/2, if X < 0

mω2
0(X −X0)2/2, if X > 0,

(13)

such that an estimate of the oscillation frequency
ω0, valid near the bottom of the well, can be ex-
tracted.

2. To use U(X, 0) to estimate a WKB “phase factor”
at the bottom of the well (E = 0):

φ =
1

~

∫ X0

−X0

|p(X)|dX, (14)

with |p(X)| =
√

2mU(X, 0), and U(X, 0) from
Eqn. 2.6,28

3. To estimate the escape time τ from the bottom of
one well onto the opposite well via:

τ =
2π2

ω0
exp[φ], (15)

where ω0 = 2.31 THz, φ = 2.81, and an escape time of
only τ = 1.4 × 10−10 s, which implies a probability of
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FIG. 5. (a) A second possible structural transformation, in
which the litharge structure turns onto a square lattice. (b)
Two dimensional landscape for a SnO monolayer past the
rectangular to square transformation. The second energy bar-
rier J ′ is the energy difference among degenerate points C or
D and point E, representing a planar square.

tunneling among both wells at a rate of 1010 per second,
indicating that individual wells are not confining for these
values of a and b.

In Fig. 4, we kept a = 4252 KÅ−2/u.c. and thought
of b as a parameter in order to study the magnitude of
the escape time as a function of the analytical landscape.
We assigned the following values to b: 387, 534, 983,
1305, 1844, and 2260 KÅ−2/u.c. This way, b increases
by 5.8 from the selected lower to the upper limits, raising
J from 8.8 K/u.c. to 16.8, 54.0, 100.0, 200.0, and 300.0
K/u.c., respectively, which implies a 34-fold increase of
J in between end values for b.

The increase in b in these models does not affect the
oscillation frequency ω0 on the square wells shown in red
on Fig. 4(a) significantly, whose value changes from 2.3
to 5.2 THz, making for a discrete twofold increase. In
Fig. 4(b), one observes a relation among ω0 and X0,
which indicates that the distance among the bottom of
the two wells also increases twofold in going from b = 387
to 2260 K/(Å2u.c.). The phase factor φ in turn changes
from 2.8 onto 39.7, and Fig. 4(c) one observes an empir-
ical relation φ ' 40J/3.

Fig. 4(d) shows the main result of this section. Namely,
that a sixfold increase on b makes the escape time rise by
15 orders of magnitude, while the barrier J only increases
from 8.8 K/u.c. to 300 K/u.c. At J = 8.8 K/u.c., the
escape time is so short, that it cannot be assumed that
a “particle” can stay long at an individual well (mon-
odomain), implying once again the quantum paraelastic
behavior alluded for in Ref. 28.

IV. NO ADDITIONAL TWO-DIMENSIONAL
TRANSITION

The structural transition discussed in previous
work6,28 turns a rectangular unit cell with lattice con-
stants a1 > a2 onto a square with side ac in which two
oxygen atoms lie on a plane, and two tin atoms are at a
relative height ∆z or −∆z, respectively with ∆z > 0. As
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the final point to make in the present work, one can en-
vision a second structural transition onto a higher sym-
metry structure having ∆z = 0 shown in Fig. 5(a), in
which the degenerate states C and D transition onto (an
average planar) structure E. Such a second transition
requires a huge amount of energy nevertheless. Turning
the angle among oxygen and two tin atoms from 117◦

onto 180◦, and the lattice constant from 3.858 Å into
4.564 Årequires overcoming an energy barrier J ′ along
the dashed path in Fig. 5(b) of the order of 64,000 K/u.c.;
such a high magnitude for J ′ implies that the SnO mono-
layer melts rather than undergoing such a second two-
dimensional structural transformation.

V. CONCLUSIONS

To conclude, the softening of elastic constants has been
discussed within the context of engineering structures
and soft matter such as dilute lattices, jammed systems,
biopolymer networks and network glasses. Here, it makes
its way into the realm of two-dimensional materials, for
which exciting additional quantum-mechanically driven
interplays are to be expected. We facilitated an incipient
procedure to estimate the elastic moduli using an analyti-

cal expression for the energy landscape, calculated escape
times out of one of the two wells as an additional argu-
ment towards a non-negligible quantum tunneling when
the energy barrier J is of the order of 10 K per unit
cell, and provided arguments against a subsequent two-
dimensional structural transition in which the unit cell
turns from the slightly buckled litharge structure onto a
planar square lattice. Taken together, these results en-
hance the toolset to study structural transformation in
two-dimensional materials beyond graphene.
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